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ABSTRACT 
Tois report describes the testing of two full-size 
slender-web welded plate girders for the purpose of ascertaining 
the acceptabilty of proposed design recommendations for bridge 
girders under ~epeated loading. The girders were 32'-6" and 
35'-3" long with one quarter inch wtbs, resulting fn nominal 
web slenderness ratios of 200 and 380. Panel aspect ratios 
ranged ·from 1.0 to 1.50. ASTM A36 materi~l was used. These 
girde.rs were subjected -to re·peated loading to 2·~-2-a-nd 4. 5 
million cycle:s: respectively, with(?Ut development of fatigue 
cracks ~nd w~re subsequently tested under :static .load to de~ 
termine the adequacy of the S.t:i.f:feners. It: _is con·clupeq. t:h.at: 
'tlte.: ·proposed r-ecommendations :are -suffic-:Lently· c.onser:vativ:.e -f:6r· 
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The present report is part of a continuing study of 
the behavior of slender-web welded plate girders. Many contri-
butions have been made in thts field, both in Europe and in this 
country, with studies having been in progress at Lehigh Univer-
sity since 1957 •. -
For many years the attainment of the critica.l buckling. 
stress ·in the web was considered to be the limit of structural 
usefulnes? for girders. As evidenced by many of the nearly three 
hundred entries in an early literature survey, (l) work progressed 




The linear· buckling tl\eory :llavtn~r ···been finally demon-
\ strated t_o give an overly· conseryative estimat.e of the static· 
strength 
0
of slender-web plate,,girders,<1 , 2, 3,, 4 Y de$ign practice 
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.· slender girders under repeated loading, ·especially the effect of 
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out-of-plane web deflections, a testing'program was begun at Lehigh 
. 
University in 1960. Fatigue tests of nine large-size welded plate 
girders were carried out under loading conditions of bending, shear, 
and combined bending and shear. ( 7) From the results of tl1ese and 
other tests,<B, 9 ) plate bending stresses due to repeated lateral 
web deflections were concluded to be a primary cause of fatigue 
· · (10) cracks along web boundaries. In addition, a method was de-
veloped for estimating these stresses from measured web deflections. 
Based on these fatigue studies, design·recommendations 
r 
have been formulated for plate girders subjected to repeated load--~. 
ing.(ll,l2) The proposed limits on web slenderness ratio (f3) are: 
f3 ~ 36,500//Fy 
fol;' transvers.e.ly ,Sti·f fened girders, and 
.... _ 
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:stiffener,· the clear unsrip'po:rted distance between flange. ~omponents, ' 
the web thickne·~s and: the a pp.lied shear_,. and has b~e.n ·p:f:\oposed to b·e :· 
--
' 





















- 327. 7 -4 
F 
web • T er V F A - 0.13 y ~ D tw 12 y web - • • • - v- -F Ty ·r stiff stiff. y u y 
. . 
- 1.0 Stiffener Pair 
i 
where ~ - 1.8 Single Angle :•. -
: .. 
2.4 Single Plate 
.._J 
In the case of longitudinal stiffeners, the primary functions are 
to control lateral web deflections in bending by the formation of 
a nodal line, and to help anchor the tension field. In order to 
ensure the fulfillment of \these functions, a proposed minimum 
radius of gyration is 




= distance between t.rans.v.·er.se stiffeners • 







series of "proof-tes·ts'f' .were Cqrried out· at Frit·z .:Eng:i.-neer·ing 
Laboratory in tJ1e_._SJJIWfler· c1nd -f.~~1. _9-_t_~~~68·. ···~,Two full-size w.elded s·· 
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. ' 
pla\:e girders were designed .according :to these re-corrunenda·t.ions 
. with the exception that· "the_AAS:HO: minimum web t.h±ckness. require- .-.-\ 
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Two parameters that were of particular interest in this 
investigation are the web slenderness ratio~' and the panel as-
... 
pect ratio a.. In particular, what kind of performance under -····,--... -,.-.._. 
. 
repeated loading could be expected from girder web panels with 
-~and~ right at the upper limits allowed? These tests were run 
not only in fatigue, but were also carried out ·statically to de-
termine the ultimate load of each panel • 
Another item of interest was the size and arrangement 
Qf~the stiffeners, both longitudinal and transverse. To be 
studied were the adequacy of one-sided stiffeners and the be-
. 
havior of stiffener intersections with the longitudinai: stiffener 
connected to 6r cut short from the transverse ones. All stiff-
ene:cs w.e.re :extensively instrumeht~d to provicle an inoic:at;Lon of. 
t::he stres-ses, as one ·o:bjective, ~f the testing Wq.S to· .. ascertain 
.... ;· ... 
.. 
whether or not the stiffener de·stgn was overly conservativeo 
A. f .. u_rther obje·cti-ve was t.h.~ -,~01·1.ec.ti·ori of -additi·ona,l 
web d:eflection <lat.a fo·r the com~uta.tion .of ,web boundary st~-~ss~.s-, 
. _,_ ·. :~_cf:' t:hat.- art.-·~-:--~. :_g_µ_~-\J~- 99:~J..4 R~ -~~t?PistSJJ.~d- ·-~or_~-- _J?._~e:<:!.i~_~ly •.. ·· rt· wa:s· 
.. 
9.nt·,icipated 'that tests pe.rfo:r,med ·on t·hese girders would provide 
. . . . 
. 
some infor-ma.tio-n for ·the ·mo.otf·iqati_on,· if necessary, .... _o_f. ... the ... prc5~ 
~ . . ' . . 
'. 
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puting- plate· bending· s:t·r·es:ses ·frorn ·.web de!l~ctions •. 
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Whereas the proposed design recommendations set limits 
·on the various parameters in terms of the yield point F, the 
y 
two girders tested in this investigation were of A·36 material. 
The validity of the limits for high strength material could be 
. . d . d f-. 1 f 1 · . ~ ( 14 '15 )d ,. ,.;. _______ er1.ve . rom_ resu ts o ear 1er static tests ari1 through 
• 
____ comparison of ___ f at.igue properties of materials. This will be 
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2. THE TEST GIRDERS AND SET-UP 
·~ . 
. 2.1 Design Criteria and Description of Specimens 
The two·girders of ASTM A36 steel were intented for 
, testing the upper, and most severe, limits of the design rec-
ommendations. In each case, the nominal web slenderness ratio 
was aimed at the highest value permitted. The panel aspect ratios 
should represent a range of values, including the· maximum per-
mitted 1.5. 
' ' With these limits set', the loading and stroke capacity 
fl . 
of the pulsating equipment plus available, space on the dynamic 
test bed dictated such details as web thickness .. and overall gird-\ 
er lepgth. 
To allow the comparison of the: re:sult.·s. or tests on the 
transversely stiffened girder (Fl0} 0with a ·previou.s series of •' . 
fatigue tests,(?) its web.depth was kept at 50 inches. By se-
lecti.ng ·a thickness of. 1/4 in .• ; the nom:i.pal web· slendernes.s rat-io: 
'.':· 
. . 
: was 200 .,. ·,., the: Jna)µmum . v-alue. p:erID.iSSlble._.,_ .. The -~/.: 4 .ih-• --web----WG-U-14-- · -· · - -- -- --. 
. .. ;,.;. r-
. ·~ 
h~ve more severe lateral ·aefle.ction· t·:han ·,that of th.e .. S/16. in.: w~b •.... · 
' ...... : .. , . ..,-, .- . ... -· 
-·In addition_· it was desired to ·have individual panels which would . .......,.._....._. ............ ......,,..--..--,-·-· ..... , ........... -A-~- . . .~- -s~ ·. . .. , · ..... h. ---·-m~, .. --·· ··~· ----~, ......... --,----~--~-.. ~-~--~ ~.,, ....... _.....,.,._.,.., .... ~~-..-,.-. •. ..,,..,.:~ .• - ... ,-..... ._ ......... --.,~-· ..... """·-~·---...:., .......... -._·,_.,....-••• ~.(>•ft ... A .... _,.,,,n.,.,.,.,,....,,. ..... ~ .. --~ .. --...... - ..... ._.,..,..;: ... .,...., ... .,.,, ___ : ............ _,"..:..._ __ .., .. _,;-.,_ ... .--~.~ ........ ---D·----------~----~-.~ .. -.. ..,~-~~-........--" ......... _ ..... ~ ...... -.-. -.~-,--,., . .;..r,--'" .. -· .. --~- ..•• : •• ~'. --,--·.· ........ _,,_,_...._ ...... , ..... ,.._ .................. , ... ,.,.c-,,,..' .. . _:~:~~-~-:~~=~~~--:~~-~~~~~-~~~~~ ---~---~· 






---------------~~- ~nd _panel. length . t"Y9~_e>f 't:l)e f_ive gan_els- w_e_re controlled by, shear, 
- ... - -· - --- -----·--· - -
- . -- - -- - -- -
-- - -· -~-- -· ----- -----
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· · -1.2 and 1.5._. .. Th_e geometry .of. t_his girder is d.~picted in..Fig. lo 











































The girder had transverse stiffeners only, loading and bearing 
stiffeners being two-sided, and intermediate stiffene1·s on one 
side only. Stiffeners were cut short of ·the tension flange • 
' ' 
This detail has been shown to be adequate even at ultimate loads,(lG) 
and it reduces the possibility of fatigue cracks initiating in 
the flange at this point. 
Girper Fll included both longitudinal and transverse 
stiffeners. Again, a 1/4 in. web was selected resulting in a 
95 in. depth for a nominal slenderness ratio of 380. With the 
• 
addition of two 1-1/4 inch flanges (Fig. 2), the g~rder depth 
was then ~.lightly more ·than eight ·feet. Panel aspect ratios 
. ( 
were 1.0, 1.2 and 1.5. Again, ~oading and bearing stiffeners 
were two-sided with the intermediate stiffeners pl_aced on one 
side of the web,_ cut short of· the tension f lang.e. The longi-
I 
tudinal stiff.ener was located on the opposite $ide of the web. 
Two different detaiis were used where the long:itudinal stiffener 
4) 
met ·the ~-oad1.ng stiffen.er-s. · In .one :cas~, t·he long.:itudinal stiff·-
•· 
ener was· ·made con.tinu9.l1:s· ·:by w~iding ·1t ·to t.he loaqi-ng s·tiffener. 
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these stif.f ert~rs of girders FlO and Fll should b.e adequate, .. wh.ether 
qr. not t:·hey were;- wc;:1s. on~ of· the purposes of t.he. tes.t.in.g: •. .. '---! . .' 
••• ·..: _·. ,:_:_c - _::__.t:f~!.*"--~~c,.~~~-' ·-·>---'------ . .:C· ,_......,,--,e<··------. ~. - . --···. 
.. ... " ·.._"-
,• _.-;~[ 
•• J _..,(1,,; 












• Fabrication techniques were not.specified except that 
'--'l. the girders-should be assembled according to common practice and. 
be welded in accordance with the American Welding Society Spec-· 
. f. . (19) 1 ications. The sizes of the fillet welds were allowed in 
some instances to be smaller than that permitted by AWS. Nominal 
weld sizes used are indicated in Figs. 1 and 2. 
2.2 Properties and Test Loads of Specimens 
.. 
·f 





girders and yield stress levels has been in terms of nominal de-
sign values •. Upon delivery of the girders, average width ana·· 
thickness were obtained for the webs and flanges by direct mea-
surement at a number of locations, and the values shown in Table 
1. Tens.ile specimens, some oriented paralJ_el to and some pe.rpen-
dicular to the direction of rolling, were cut from extra lengths 
of flange and web components, and tested by the investigators to 
. . n 
. . q.~termine the stat-ic yie.ld ·s.t·re-ss leve·1 and the tens:i_le str~hgth 
• 
·' of· ·the ,material. T.he.s·e valU~$ are. p:res-ent·ed in .. Table 2 • 
• 
---- -· -···· ~-. -· - ··-. -- . ---- ..., -- . -
-·------ - - - --·--··----··~ .. ---- ,,.· ·-·-·-·-~ 
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panels. The static load-carrying capacity of a girder is the 
. ultimate strength of the weakest panel.· The buckling loads shown 
· corresp~nd to the mode of failure for that_panel. 
The maximum loads to be applied in fatigue testing were 
determined through the incorporation of a factor of safety to the 
load-carrying capacity of the girders. With a factor of safety 
of 1.8 for bridges, the maximum fati~ue loads are approximately 
55% of the girder capacities. The range of load to b~ applied to 
a girder was arbitrarily chosen as approximately 27.5% of the 
capacity, or half of the maximum load, resulting in a minimum . 
"-
.., \ 
load of 27.5% of -the ·capadity of the girder. Analyses of severel 
two, three -:and four span highway bridges considering de·ad load,. 
· live load and impact indicated that this loading cond1tibn is 
, practically the most severe cas·e. :F-o·r ·the ·tran.$ve·rsely stiffen,ed 
girder, FlO, t;he load.s were so ·determin~d, a:nd· are l .. isted in 
'• Table 4. ·· For t·he loJ1gitu.d.inally ,st·iffen_ed gird·e.r., Fll, limita-
· ti:ons·: 6.'f the equipment dictatecj the magnitupe ~)f the maximum 
- - -- - - - - . --- -- - --- -- - -- --- -- -- - -- - - - -- - ,J 
_ --~; __ ._lQgQ __ as ._5l~._q% of -the -pI'ed-ict·ed ca-r-rying ea:peity. The ·load range_ 
.. 
of· ~pproximately 27.-5% was maintained, ·thu·s t·he· minimum .load was: 
-· 
·'I 
-~- 23·.6% of the .capacity of th.e g·irders. 
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ora~ory, Lehigh ~niver.sity:. The f:at_igue tests .were conducted in 










jacks to furnish the loads at about 250 cycles per minute.· The 
static tests were carried out in a Baldwin hydraulic ~~iversal 
testing machine with a capacity of s,000,000 pounds. 
-11 
In each case, the girder was simply support~d, and was 
braced later·ally by m~eans· of 2-1/2 inch diameter pipes attached 
to the vertical stiffeners at one end and to a special supporting 
beam at the other. Figures 3 and 4 show FlO in the fatigue set-up 
and Fll in the static set-up, respectively. 
In addition to the girders' ability to survive a speci-
fied lifetime of repeated loading, information was sought on fou:!1' 
distinct aspects of girder behavior: (l).loa:d versus vertical 
deflection of girder such as thos·e shown in Figs. 5 and ·6; ( 2) out-. 
\JI 
r 
: . of- plane web def lectio;n; ( 3) stresses on s·urf.ac·es- of the web ad-
, jacent to stiff~ners and .(4} stiffener stress :df..st~ibution. The 
iristrumentati.o:n by· mea:n$. :of. which thi$ informati·o·n .was~ obtained 
' 
' 
• · I 
. ,_: 
_L~~,?d-de.f:J-e.§t:i.o.r.1 l>f=b·a.y.tqr w.a.s m<Jh.it.or.ed by: the use- ·o:(· .. 
Ames one-th·ousaridths 11tc:h. dial ·gage:s·, l.ocated at mid~·s·pan .. · arid; a:t 
. ·~ 
bot!1 ends of- each .girder. Support de.fle:ctions were 'in this way 
l 
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El-ectrical resistance strain gages were used t~o measure 
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testing was in progress. Since, cracks might occur at panel bound-
aries where the web plate has relatively large lateral deflec-
tions 0.0) strain gages were placed on the web as close to the 
. ,·. flanges and stiffeners as possible. Linear and rosette gages 
(SR-4 Al and ARl) were employed according to the gage location 




~laced back-to-back so that the surface stress, membrane stress 
and secondar¥ bending stress could be differentiated. The 
majority of strain gage outputs were recorded by means of a 
B & F Strain Recorder with an ~B~ Keypunch attached; the re-
-- mainder were handled with self and manual-balancing s ... train in-
dicators. 
"(. 
Out.--of- plan~ web def lecti.ons were measured exten$,i._vely. 
·- _by· rn:ea·n·s ~f Ames dial ~ages mounteq on a rigid framework (~_ig. 8). 
:fb·r gi:rder _F-1.~., with the origin for. c·artesia_n co-ordinate_s being 
defined at girder rn.i:_d-height·_, deflection readings were taken at 
+ . +· +. .. + .. + y = O, -5, -9, -15, .·-19 a .. nd ~21 ·inches. These readings were-· · .
• 
' 
·· t·ake'n: at., some f if~y--f·ive- loc~.t.ion_s. ·alqng. -th~ girder leng.th.. ::Irt. 
·-
the· case of girder· Fl.l,, for: a b.e.tter d.etectiQQ. of th_e i:nf-luet1:c·e 
'?_n the web b-ehavior of the longitudinal- ·sti-rfene_r, d?flecti.o_n 
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il g~t:'. · beiow. · Again readings were ·taken ·at nearly fifty positions. along· 
















.. . . 
. • 
purposes of affording qualitative insight into the web behavior 
under load, especially above the buckling load, and of providing 
a means of computing the plate bending stresses in the web. 
/· 
2.4 Expected Fatigue Results and Static Failure Mode 
Preliminary stress analyses and the S-N curve of pre-
vious fatigue tests(lO) afforded an indication as to whether or 
not fatigue cracks of the web be expected to form. 
The plate bending stresses along web boundaries of 
girder FlO w.ere sufficiently low so that this girder was not 
expected to have any fatigue cracks before the /attainment of 
two million cycles. In fact, cracks were not anticipated even 
at ten million cycles. In the case of Fll, with a much higher 
web slenderness ratio and relatively large web deflections;-
• 
·c.~· 
stresses at, some locations were_,comparable to those which caused 
••••••¥"-'"""' ·• 
fatigue cracks,at around. two million cycles in preyious girders. 
' 
It was felt bef·ore t·he ... tes:t that cracking mi_ght be observed. 
- ·· Speeifical;ty········-t·he. ·al;'·e·a ·-adjaee·nt. ·te----t~e---irit·er_media-t-e · stiffeher. __ . . . 
. .., . 
. . 
- . ,-- . . 
. 
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data. As much as possible. panels adjacent .to transverse stiff-
eners were loaded to failure in shear or combined shear and 
bending so as to develop tension-field action in the ptine_l and 
compression in the stiffener. The failure mode of every panel 
was expected to confirm the prediction shown in Table 3 • 
~-
.
. :_r."'-_ .•. ]I,· •. 
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3, TESTING OF SPECIMENS 
... 
3.1. General Procedure 
• 
The testing of each girder was carried out in three 
phases: initial static loading, fatigue testing, and static 
-tests to failure. The first two took place in the dynamic test 
bed with loads applied by Amsler hydraulic jacks. The static 
• tests to failure were conducted in the Baldwin five-million 
pound universal testing machine.· The procedure follow~d was 
the same for both girders. 
-15· . 
The initial static loading phase consisted of a preload 
• to P for al.ignment, for minimizing the effects of residual max 
st~esses, and for settling the t.est. set-up; then another loading 
to· P i.nax for strain and def.lection readings by instrument .• · The 
quantitative determinat:i.,on of girder web deflect-ions .at: Pma·x and 
. 
. 
· -Pmin provided data for ·the ·prediction of plpt.e bending stre.s=p, 
and hence. the possibility of fatigue era.cks, i£ any. (lO) 
•.. 
·' . 
.. 3. 2 Fatigue Tests· 
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I 
I. 
• While under fatigue loading, the girders were closely 
examined at frequent intervals (initially two, later three or 











in an effort to detect macroscopic fatigue cracks. Monitoring 
of dynamic strains in girder web was performed occassionally. 
·, 
'. 
When the tests had run to two million cycles without 
·, 
"I 
any cracks having been observed, .. loading was allowed,to con-












of the g;i.rder and on the scheduling demand for the testing \~," 
'\ ,., 
facilities. The test of girder FlO was terminated aft~r 2.2 ', 
" 
- · -million cycles, whereas Fl:l waS 'allowed to run to 4 • S million ~'\: 
. ·"\ 
cycles, (slightly more than twelve days, continuously). After <~ 
" ···,", 









.. _1: . 
•. ···- , ..... - . ---· .. . ... . ·- ., .. _ ... ····- . 
termination of the fatigue test, each girder was inspected at 
, 
P max· Neither showed any evidence of fatigue crack,s •. 
3.3 Static Tests 
. With fatigue_ t:es·t-s :$·uo.:ce.ssfttl_l_y·:. :c_orn:-p-·1-eted·-,·-----t11e--·-two- · 
~ . . . ' 
g·irders. ·could -be loaded st:atical~y to, f·c:1;i.l~re· fo_r- the exam-
-- ---··--- ------~- . • • ·- - • ' •....• , . __ 1. ·--·~· ' . - - - • • 
. ination Qf.:. stiffener beha·vio·r. Also observed were the web· 
. " 
- -- - - - -~ 
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. _· · pression, shear _failu.~e of g~rder panels .was iI}t~nqed.. Pc:1n§ls_-
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3.27.7 .... -17 
• 
that would have incurred bending failure {Table 3) were rein-
' 
forced with a cover plate so as to allow testing of the panels 
in shear. The reinforcement of girder panels is shown in Figs • 
9 and 10 where the failure modes of each test are also sketched. 
Girder FlO 
• 
The complete testing history of this girder is depicted 
by Figs. 5 and 9. The first test (Tl) resulted in failure of 
panel 4 at a load magnitude of 170 kips. At 130 kips yield lines 
' it,, 
commenced in the top flange over panels 2, 3, and 4 as well as 
in the web of panet. 4 •.. ~y the time 165 kips were applied, prac-
tically the entire tension diagonal of panel 4 had yielded. 
Loading was stopped at 170 ~ips when the web deflection was judged 
excessive,· and flange_ yielding was be·coming pronoun·ced. The 
girder was reinforced by wi~.J..ding a ·cover plate· ovelJ p~n~:l.s :2, ·3:., ·· 
-::i 
and 4 and adding a transverse s·ti-ffener :i.n _panel. 4·! 
.. .. 
• 
:the :bend:ing: .$'.tp,ength$ ·of . pane.l.s. ·. 2 ·a1Jq. 3 and t·he st:a:tic strength 
·of:. pa·nel 4, so that: th~ :fcfi.lure for the se.cohd .t:est (T2) w.ould 
,• 
be. confined to panel 1 c1lone. IndicatiO_n of tension field by _ -~-
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At the last load of test (T2), yielding _was seen to ·ini-
tiate in panel 5. After the reinforcing of panel 1 and resumption . 
of 'loading, panel S continued to take load in test T3. At 190 
kips the small panel beyond panel S yielded and the web beyond the 
bearing stiffener deformed. Panel 5 lost proper anchorage for its 
tension field and the load fell off. Figure 12 is a photograph of 
panel 5 after the test. No failure of any stiffener was observed 




All three panels of this girder were taken to ultimate 
The load-deflection curve, Fig. 6, and the sketches of fail-
ure modes.in_ Fig. 10 may be used to trace the testing history • 
.. 
. At about twice the maximum fatigue loads, yielding 
ii.nitiated at the bearing stiffeners. Since these and the loading 
stiffeners had been inadvertently. 1:1-ndera·esigned for s·tatic. t.est:-
ing, doubl~r plates were attached by clamping· and· the,n· ·vrelotng in 
• 
• • 
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It ·failed at 230 kips by deflecting with the web and bending out-
• of-plane as field deflections developed in panel 1. The test was 
stopped at _this point. A vertical stiffener was.fitted to the 
contour of the web and welded in place. 
' Test T2 was to bring panel 2 to failure for observing 
and monitoring the behavior of stiffeners. As loads increased, 
it graduall¥ became clear that the deformation of panel 1 in test 
Tl had been too excessive and that the reinforcements.were not . . 
sufficiently strong to curtail the additional web deflection. 
Also, the general area below the loading points incurred ex-
tensive yielding with lateral deflection of the web between the 
loading stiffeners. The test was interrupted after 275 kips for 
further reinforcement by adding stiffeners and a cover plate as 
shown in Fig. 10 • 
J 
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· moment in te.st T3 .at 294 kips. Before that, and after· the ini-
• 
,. 
. tiation . of "y:i'e-lding along the tens ion. d'.iagonal of·_,_ t.ry~· pane.l,, . :f ~~~d. __ , ·_ ~ -
:: lines: a-lso ·de\1e·1oped along· the ·tension diagonal_ of. _panel 3 __ and· 
.. 
-beyond the support •. The failure of T3 _ _, _however, was in panel 2 ..... . 
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excessive defo.rJ!iation a·nd yielding. bey.and _the· support. near· panel 3:. 
.. 
















.. _! ..... _.,. .. '.--------------
were evident. was This failed area attemp:t made as to • increase 
the load furthe·r. An overall photograph of the girder after 
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. 4. BEHAVIOR AND STRESS OF WEB J\ND STIFFENERS 
4.1 Lateral Deflection and Stresses in Web 
Qualitatively the web deflections of girder FlO'and 
Fll were the same as those obtained earlier from other test 
girders.(7) Initial deflections of web, or out-of-flatness, 
existed before any application of loads. As loads were applied 
to the girders, lateral def·lections increased gradually corre-
spondent to the loads. The cross sectional shapes at several 
transverse sections of the girde_rs are shown as examples in 
Fig. 14 with exaggerated scales. The defle9tion pattern ~f 
a web panel depended on the loading condtion. Those deflected 
cross sectional shapes iri Fig. 16 depict a diagonal pattern in 
many panels which is the result of tension field action.(3) 
. 
This patt.ern. is clearly seen in Figs. 15 .and. 16, co~tour plbt.s of 
,., 
the lat.e.ral deflection of two web pan~ls ~ _I_.p f;g. 15, the grad-
l~al change of contour lines from. o-ne' ·1oad to the other· indicates 
- . . 
the gradual change of web def·le~tion and the f·orming of, th-e valley 
along the tension -diago_nal. The· contour line,s of· :E'-tg·~. 16 shows 
\ 
the ef.fect of the longitudinal stiffener o-n· th~ def le ct ion pattern 
of.the web panel. Obvious·ly this longitudinal stiffener pre- -
' . 
_i:-:-, - - • . 
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· It is the magnitude of the web deflections which were 
of concern in the testing; for the measured magnitudes could be . 
used in an analysis to predict the web boundary stresses. .Some 
measured data are shown in Table 5. The maximum initial de-
. 
flections were 0.16 in. and 0.66 • in. or 0.65 and 2.52 times the 
web thickness for FlO and Fll respectively. Both were within 
the AWS limit of permissible out-of-flatness. 0.9 ) The maximum-
out-of- plane deflections at approximately 55% of the panel 
/ 
. 
strength w.ere-;:1.67 a~d __ .4_. 30 times the web. t.hickness for. FlD and 
Fll. It is important to note that the maximum fatigue loads 
-- - - --· - ~ -- - -- - - -- - - - -
i 
w~re decided according to the panel strength which in turn 
depends on the web thickness. 
;.By u_s_ing measured deflections., out-of-plane bending 
stress·.es · of :the web plat~ were predicted· and the magnitudes at 
some· points ,are shown a~ their a:pproxim~te locations iIJ. Fig. 17. 
' .. µ 
·c •. These were l:'a;nges of fatigue st.:p.esses in the ·web at· its _junction 
to t·he. s·t:•iffener. or flange, anq were found to be resp.onsible t·or 
.. . 
. any fatigue ·,c.racks at tlle j_unctioris. (lO) The accuracy of :theS.e-c 
- .... - ... 
· predictiqns were· ·checked. ag~:irtst stresses ··t:roro ·strain ~rages 
I 
. ~ 






- . R 
. . _ • =· (Fig. 18) and .were ·considered _accept able. . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
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fatigue tests, Fig. 19, it is obvious that the possibility of 
• 
-. . . 
inc·urring cracks was not high for girder FlO at three or four 
million cycles, whereas Fll might develop cracks-around two 
million cycles. The fatigue testing of FlO was, therefore, 
terminated shortly after two million cycles; and girder Fll 
.- - C---- . ·~· - -·---- -~--- --
carried to 4,soo,ooo cycles when equipment availability dictated 
. 
_______ to stopping • 
• 
After fatigue testing, the behavior of the webs and 
-~ ~ -·.L. ~ - -- - - . the. eventual failure of the panels under st-atie -load·, --as de;;. - --- --··----, -··--.~--
scribed in Section 3.3, show no·extraordinary phenomenon. The 
failure modes were generally as predicted, confo·rming to those 
'reported iri previous static tests.C 7 ) For both girders, yield-
ing at the general area of anchor.age for tension field in the 
., last test panel caused failure of th.e panel to occur below the 




-·-4~2 Stiflener Behavior and Stnesses 
. ·. The.r.e w~re ·no .. , .y,~elding .or.b.uc.kling of ... ,in·termed:i-at~-· 
': transverse stiffeners 'even when an adjacent panel. failed ·in ' 
··-~:·,, . 
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· design (Sec. 3.3). Lon~itudinal stiffener of girder Fll, on the 
other hand, bent out of its plane at two locations (x = - 122 and +116)' 
·' 
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By visual observation, intermediate transverse ·· · 
J 
stiffeners and the longitudinal stiffener twisted when adjacent 
web plates deflected laterally. The amount of twisting differed 
along the length of a stiffener as well as from a. stiffener to 
another. Since it is the relative rotation between the web and 
· the stiffener that is signif.icant for web plate bending stresses, 
the absolute rotation of the stiffeners were not recorded. 
~ttempts to measu;~ relative rotation.had not been~ sufficiently 
,• 
accurate, and· were not,made·in these tests. 
Both the transverse and the :J,.ongitudinal stiffeners 
·d.eflected perpendicular to, the plane :of· the web. Measurements 
indicated that· maximum deflections. at. u:ltimate loads of these 
t.J . 
' .. 
test girders were about 1/8 · of the web thickness .. · These , mag~ 
' 
nitudes were considered s:mall. epough to be ignored irr the. pr_e-
·, 
_ ·.·.~·--.-~~c~~o~ ·~f web. _1?!ate ·bE:~~--~~g S·tresses for. !a.tigue lif.e estimates. 
-- --· ---- -·~·- ... ·····---·-·---· - . ··-·--··-··-·· -·-······---·---
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f rorn two back-to-back strain gages are the axial stress and 
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. .•. . _compressive stress in that region. 
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(1\t the cor.ner · of the .. 
















. stiffener-web-flange junction. The vertical compressive strain 
in the web indicated that yielding occurred). At a point in 
the stiffener six inches below the flange. The compressive 
stre~s was about 13 ksi, much less than the yield point of 
• 
the material. Further down along the stiffener-to-web junction 1 
the stress magnitude decreased linearly to zero at the bottom, 
where no tension field anchorage took place. By comparison, 
. the stresses at the edge of the stiffener changed from tension 
;, 
above to compression below. This was the obvious result of 
the edge loading applied to the one-sided stiffener plate • 
. .. . ~ ... 
-- - - . :.· - -~ - - -
When a longitudinal stiffener.was present,_tension 
field action took place in the sub-panels and the stress dis-
tribution in a transverse stiffener adjacent to this panel 
reflected thi·s subdivision. For stiffener x = :.. 154 at the 
ultimate load of its static test, the axial stresses·are shown 
.. -., : 
~ . 
v·. -in Fig. 21 with straight lines connecting data points.. Below: 
. t.he longitudinal stiffener, where a tension field was pro-
- --·-- -. • -· ~--. M-..,. ~--•- • ,--!, •·--•<--•-• - - . - .• • -- ·•-·••·,·•"••••-••"--••••••••• •· • +· . .• . ... ,, .. , •.• • . • . ., . . • 
minent' the dee.re as ing .of cornpress-ive- --s-tre_s_s··tow~ras -the bottoms· 
···-· .. ..... . . . . .. 
'" 
0 
---- .. - --- --·-· -- ____ ·. -- ... · _____ was J~Y_ide..n_t: -~io_ng ___ th~: ·. ~:t·tctfener~t9~.W~.b j_t.µ\¢tfori, j_~?t. _§l_§ -_itL~-~' 
- ·- -----------··- ----· --··---- ----
the case described in the: las·t pa·ragraphs. ·Above, the longi~ 
. . 
. . . tudinal stiff-ener lower stresses were recorded. particularl.y _ 
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• 
point of the material. Stresses in the web along the trans-
ve~se stiffener confirmed these magnitudes, as are indica~ed 
for two points in Fig. 21. 
,..__. ___________ ··--~- . -·--~-~---, -- ." -- . .1 ...... ,, .. ._ ... ____ _ 
. ~ 
t· For the longitudinal stiffener in this figure, 
the magnitude of stresses at several points along its length 
are shown in Fig. 22. Near the transverse stiffener~=·- 154, 
~ the stresses were compressive because o·f tension field anchorage. 
.• . 
------- -----~- -·- - -·-
.. 
• - f. -·. ;.,_ 
!' . •: 
At the other end where the stiffener was not continuous to 
_ take up tl)e tension field of the next panel, the stre_s~es 
- . . 
were practically zero. In between, bending of the ~tiffener 
plate occurred so it was not capable of sustaining any axial 
compression, the stresses were al~o zero. 
It· is interesting to compare the stress distribution 
.. 
,,o-f: :the s~iffeners of Figs. 20 and 21. · Both were at the end 
of a girder next to a failed panel (panel 1) and a sm~lL .end 
. panel (Figs. 9 ·a·nd 19). · For the case without & longitudinal 
.fitif f-e'i1er, -_the·- ·-s-~all- en-d -~ pane~~ -y·i~lclecf --~inc the -ter1s-ion--fiela·--- -- . 
-._ 
-- ·. ·· attch9rag~ ·- ~~~~---1?.~~im~r-iiy· QY. -~-he , __ j_~~~-g~ ~-~ --~~~ ____ g!~-~-~ _. ___ ;:-~-!le _______________ --~-: __ -~:·_----·-·-------_-_ 
stresses in the stiffener were relatively low~ Where the 
longitudinal-· stiffener exis_ted, the· small end a so y·ielded, 
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It is also of interest to know that stresses in 
stiffeners developed ~nly at high loads near the static strength 
of the web panels (Figs. 23 and 24). For both transverse and 
longitudinal stiffeners, the web buckling load bore no signifi-
cance in the development of stresses. At the maximum load on 
the girder, stiffener stresses were practically negligible. 
Even the surfa·ce stresses of the longit_udinal stiffener, re-
flec~ing out-of-plane ·bending, could be considered insignifican-t. 
at·the· maximum fatigue load. 
r 
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s. DISCUSSION . .. : 
5.1 Slenderness and Aspect Ratios for Webs 
- . --·-- ~- --- ----------·-------·--..--·-.___ _______ .~---. -
The results of the proof-testing demonstrated that 
no fatigue cracks occurred in the two welded plate girders 
of ·A36 steel with maximum recommended web slenderness and 
panel aspect ratios under the most severe loading conditions. 
It is the intent here to discuss the governing factors of 
··fatigue. cracks of the web and· ·to ,judge the adequacy of -the 
recommended limits for girder webs. ., 
As has been discussed earlier, webs of girder 
panels are not; initially flat and deflect furt~er under load. 
Plate-bending stresses are thus produced which are the primary 
cause of web cracks in repeated loading. Therefore, the factors 
influencing the formatio·n of cracks are: 1) the initial 
. 
deflection o-f web, 2) the increase of web deflection under 
· dload, 3) the magnit·t1de and range of loading, 4) corresponding . 
.. 
. 
- . . . 
. 
' ' . 
_____ ._:. __ ·:: plate bending s.tresses.:, and .. 5) .the:- -~roperties -of t;he---web- - -·-,-~-----------·-·-------------------
mat·e:t'ta.l in ter~s of a stress-fatigu~ life rel_ations.hip. 
! ' 
- .. 
--·-- ···-···"-- -·----------·· __ .. - - - ····-- ·-··-·--·-··. -
-··- " . 
. - . 
. 
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Measurements have furnished a diagram (Fig. 25) relating 




- -- .... 
•' . 
. 3/8 in. and aspect ratios of 0.8 to 1.5. From this diagram, 
·· -·---·-~----------- -·- - it may b~ stated that for a given web thickne·ss, the magnitude 
• 
of initial deflection increases with the web depth. Also, for 
a given value of a, the amount of initial out-of-flatness 
wi/t, is larger for smaller web thickness. Because the_ .. two 
proof-test girders were built of 1/4 in. plates, their initial 
web def le ct ions we_re consequently higher than would have 
been recorded for 5/16 in. or thicker webs. In fact, the 
~ ' 
magnitude of the initial web deflec~ion of the test panels 
of girders FlO and Fll were the highest recorded for their 
respective slenderness ratids. I' 
The increase of latera.1 a·e.f·lec1t.iorrs under load is: 
a. function of~ the load magnitude:, the pane~l geometry, the:: 
' •, 
... 
web bounda-ry~ conditions' and the magnitude o!. the ini:~ia·l ·oµt~ 
-~ 
of-flatness. Efforts have be.en made to pred.ict th_e.se def·1e.ctibn~: 
. ·, . " 
but ohly a very iimJte.d numl)e; 9f ·simple cases we;rE! _solved .<20} 
. '; 
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··.While studies. are be.ing .carried out for more general ·condi- · 
- j . 
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_ follows from,: this _and th~ __ st-ate~ent of-the: ~:las.t paJ;'agraph .-.. 
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. . . . . 
that-, · for a -- given value of ~-,,. t~inne~. we.bs: def le·ct more than .. .. 
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. . } 
thicker webs, and the webs of girders FlO an·d Fll deflected 
more than would have girders with 5/16 in. webs when subjected 
to load. 
.. . . . 
... 







nitude and the load ~anges applied to the test girders were 
the most severe condition on bridge girders.· Consequeutly 
the web deflection conditions of the girders FlO and Fll re-
presented cases much more severe than commonly encountered . 
·What remains to be found is the r~lationship·between these 
web deflections and the plate bending stresses at the web 
. . \ 
boundaries, and to compare them with the fatigue properties 
of the material . 
.• 7 ' 
• 
' . 
The web plate b·ending stresses can be ·e.s:timated by· 
.. 
u.sing the method of Ref.. 10. · For ordinary ·we:b boundary con·-
ditions, the relationship appears to b~ l·ine·ar between the 
range of stresses and. the range of web de~lections (_corr~$--
pon~ing to the range .of applied loads), fig. 26. · High~r 
• 
lateral defiectibns create high~r pl·ate bend·ing stre·s-·ses • 
. · Higher ir\itial-:defl-ec·t-iori~f:··'thiis··'. case·s·. higFier· plate bena:i~g .. 
s·tresses, and girders FlO and· .Fll .s·hould have ·relatively i:nucn ... 
: . . •'!· 
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with the highest permissible slenderness and aspect ratio. 
Consequently, no fatigue cracks would be expected to occur 
-31 
prior to two million cycles of load application, according to 
the S-N curve from ,, 
sented in Fig. 19. 




• to prior 
experimental. results as pre-
even be predicted that no cracks 
~ 
ten million cycles for 5/16 in. 
or thicker webs if -more data can be obtained for.the S-N 
. c.urve and a more accurate analytical estimate of stresses 
can be carried out). 
However, the .s-N curve is from ASTM A36, and 1\'373 
.steel girders. While the~magnitude of loads are higher on 
girders of higher strengths materials, the web deflections 
are also proportionally higher for these girders. If the 
relationship remains the same- among the initial defle .. c.t:Lon'S ,. 
~ 
def le ct ions· und.er load, and plate bending stresses,~ girders built 
r 
of higher strength steels would have proportionally higher 
CJ 
.characteristics of fillet-welded structural elements· of various 
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·· be prevented. The ,web· slenderness· limits· as described in " 
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f------.,.·-·. ·. - .......... :_ · , , .. · Se.c. 1.1 conse-rvatively control the we·b thickness and keep 
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for girder panels of all steels. Because girders FlO and Fll 
. 
sustained more than two million cycles of load without cracks, 
· ~~y girder panels confirming to this slenderness ratio limits 
with an aspect ratio less than 1.5 thus would not have web 
boundary cracks prior to two million cycles. 
Th~refore, it can be concluded that the recommended 
'" web slenderness and panel aspect ratios a.re suf_ficiently 
safe for bridge girders. 
5.2 Stiffener Sizes and Rigidity 
t 
-One of the purposes of the static testing to failure 
was to examine the behavior of stiffeners so as to study the 
strength and rigidity requirements • For any stitfener in a 
. plate girder, its functions are to maintain the web plate in 
place . and to carry wh_atever forces which are transmitted onto 
• C 
·the ~tiff~ner· itself. 
- from thes_e -t:UI1ct;:ions· .•. 
• 
The design requirements are- derived 
. . 
__ _ . .. . _ __ _;; ·.f'or an-y s:tif.f~IJer, -.a rrtinimurn _, value o __ f_. _:.rno·ment. of .. 
. ... ' . .._ 
• 
. · -ments. must· be established_ i_n co-nnection ~-with the post-buckling 
.. - . .. . . -
--·~-·- -- .. ~--- ... . .. 
behavior of ·the w_eb. 
. ' ... . 
- • -•••••• ~-~--·--·· -- ------~-·~•,.,, ... :. ·••·•·,•. ···~--~, .. ''•- • ~--·--··~•u•··-•• .. - -~-•·····----• -~-~- ~ •' ' 
While analytical stuoie,$ are in progress · 













experimental results indicate the adequacy of these existing· 
limits for two-sided stiffener plates(l, 14) and the bending 
of one-sided stiffeners.Cl?). To prevent lateral buckling of 
the stiffener plate in bending, a minimum value of radius of 
I gyration (r) is spe.cified in the design .recommendations (See 
Sec. 1.1) tor longitudinal stiffeners. The longitudinal 
.:.: .... :..:, 
stiffener of girder Fll was for the examination of this re-
quirement of r; and the one-sided transverse stiffeners· of 
girders FlO and Fll were to prove that nothing other than I 
needs -to be spectfied· for these stiffeners. 
That only I needs t.o be specified was proved·· con-. 
vincingly by the fact tha·t no one-sided intermediate stiffeners 
buckled at the failure of the girders. The r requirement for 
longitudinal ·stiffeners was also de.~ons.trat:ed to be adequa·.te··;. 
although out-of-straightness 9f the stiffener. o.f Fll cau·s·.ed 
, . 
lo9al out-of-plane bending of t·he ·stif.fene.r pla:t·e ic:lt two. 
·points. (These occurrances · o.f .ioca,1.:bending were :not "Local 
. . 
. 











· To carry forces, minimum a.reas are specified for 
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stiffeners which designed . .  p~rticipation of verse were assuming 
web. The stress distribution diagrams in Figs. 20 and 21 · 
indicate that, in fact, the stresses were below the yield 
strerigth, particularly in the case bf panels- without longi-
' ,M·--··-····----
l 
tudinal stiffeners. Further reduction in area requirement for 
this latter case is not judged advisable because the result 
is two different formulas for girders with or without longi-
tudinal stiffeners. Furthermore, for girders with transverse 
stiffeners alone, the l requirement usually demands an area 
larger than that specified by the _s_trength conside;ration. 
The area requirement of longitudinal stiffeners ·. 
· follows the same d~velopment as that for transverse stiffeners. 
However, with the radius of gyration provision in add1tion to 
that of the moment of inertia, there usually exists sufficient 
area of stiffener to carry forces. The longitudinal stiffener 
of Fll was so designed. The low s:tre.ss magnit.~ae·s .at failure 
~-
o.f .. th~ panel (Fig. 22) test:i..fie.~ to ·the accept,a_bilit.y of this 
·• procegure. 
. . . 
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,, 
A question often arises wh,e.:ther .the 1o·ngit:11d~nal 
-
stiffeners should be connected to the :tntersecting_ transvers.e > . 
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the failure of the panel was by tension field. action and yet. 
the stresses in the longitudinal stiffener were low; not 








sequent·ly, it may be concluded that longitudinal stiffeners 
_may be cut short at the intersection with transverse stiffeners 
for easy fabrication . 
Overall,.based on ·the fact that no yi~lding and 
buckling of stiffeners occurred but the one-sided stiffeners 
deflected with the web, it is considered that the design · · ·· · 
recommendations for stiffeners are acceptable and not ·overly 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
-36~ 
, .. ' 
In this study, two large-size welded plate girders 
.. 
• 
• of ASTM A36 steel were· tested under severe fatigue loading and _ ··-··---· .. ---~-·--
. -------~---------~---- --, 
_..,.. . ..:..,. 
; 
-then under static loads to failure. The specimens were de-
signed following recommendation/ll,l2) with the exception 
that the minimum web thickness criterion was violated on the 
non-conservative side. The following results were obtained: 
·/ . 
· --~. · ·Under a f~ftigue · load rarige of- approximately 
) 
_ half-maximum to maximum with the latter equivalent 
-to -the working ·1oad~--orie-·-girder sustained 2,200,000 
cycles the ··other underwent 4,500 ,ooo cycles with-
---- out cracks when loading was stopped. --· 
I 
2. The web slenderness and pan.~l. a-s·pec't: :rat.i'C>S of· 
these girders were at <?r _about the rria-ximum .permis-
-·-sible value, the initial out-of-straightness of the 
::, .- ~ .. --· . - ·- ·--:-- . -....web-was-_ prac.tica-lly--highest-f-0P each ,.of- -the panel. 
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geometries. 
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-~>-- -· C : - ·_ ' ~ .. J#it11_ maximum r~guired area$. All of "these stiffeners 
. - -
... defl~cted s.ltghtly ·with -the web ·wheri -urider··. load. _-
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5. No failure or yielding of stiffeners occurred 
. 
• 
except at a point of initial out-ct-straightness in 
a longitudinal stiffener • .. 
.. 
.. 
~·-··--· ··--- ··----··---·-··-----~ ---- · 6. Recorded stresses in the stiffeners. ·were below·--··--·---~·- _ _. ___  
• 
··~ 
the yield strength of the material, particularly 
for transverse stiffeners without longitudinal 
stiffener . 
7. ·· Girder failed in static testing in predicted 
modes of tension field action. 
In considering the geometry and loading conditions 
and the above results, it is concluded that the ·design recom-




girders for two million cycles and maybe conservatively used ·· . 
... -for-all steels with the recommended web slenderness ratios 
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Table 5 - INITIAL AND FINAL WEB DEFLECTIONS • ii ,; ., • ,1,) -? 
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